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Abstract

Given a set of abstracts retrieved from a
search engine such as Pubmed, we aim to
automatically identify the claim zone in
each abstract and then select the best sen-
tence(s) from that zone that can serve as
an answer to a given query. The system
can provide a fast access mechanism to the
most informative sentence(s) in abstracts
with respect to the given query.

1 Introduction

The large amount of medical literature hinders
professionals from analyzing all the relevant
knowledge to particular medical questions. Search
engines are increasingly used to access such in-
formation. However, such systems retrieve docu-
ments based on the appearance of the query terms
in the text despite the fact that they may describe
another problem.

The search engine Pubmed R© for example is a
well known IR system to access more than 24 mil-
lion abstracts for the biomedical literature includ-
ing Medline R© (Wheeler et al., 2008). The engine
takes a query from user and returns a list of ab-
stracts that can be relevant or partially irrelevant
to the query, which requires from the user to go
through each abstract for further analysis and eval-
uation.

Researchers who conduct a systematic review
(Gough et al., 2012) tend to use the same approach
to collect the studies of interest; however, they
are found to spend significant effort identifying
the studies that are relevant to the research ques-
tion. Relevancy is usually measured by scanning
the result and conclusion sections to identify au-
thors claim and then comparing the claim with the
review question; where a claim can be defined as
the summary of the main points presented in a re-
search argument.

Incorporating a middle tier system between the
search engine and the user will be useful to min-
imize the effort required to filter the results. This
research presents a system that aids those search-
ing for studies that discuss a particular research
question. The system acts as a mediator between
the search engine and the user. It interprets the
search engine results and returns the most infor-
mative sentence(s) from the claim zone of each
abstract that are potential answers to the research
question. The system reduces the cognitive loads
on the user by assisting their identification of rele-
vant claims within abstracts

The system comprises two components. The
first component identifies the claim zone in
each abstract using the rhetorical moves principle
(Teufel and Moens, 2002), and the second compo-
nent uses the sentences in the claim zone to pre-
dict the most informative sentence(s) from each
abstract to the given query.

This paper makes three contributions: present-
ing a new set of features to build a classifier to
identify the structure role of sentences in an ab-
stract that is at least shows similar performance to
the current systems; building a classifier to detect
the best sentence(s) (lexically) that can be an an-
swer to a given query; and introducing a new fea-
ture (Z-score) for this task.

2 Related Work

We are not aware of any work that has explicitly
discussed the detection of claim sentence most re-
lated to a predefined question, however, studies
have discussed related research.

Ruch et al. (2007) for example used the rhetori-
cal moves approach to identify the conclusion sen-
tences in abstracts. Their system was based on a
Bayesian classifier, and normalized n-grams and
relative position features. The main objective of
that research was to identify sentences that belong
to the conclusion sections of abstracts; they re-
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garded such information as key information to de-
termine the research topic. Our research is similar
to that work since we use the conclusion section
to identify the key information in an abstract with
respect to a query, but we also include the result
sections.

Hirohata et al. (2008) showed a similar sys-
tem using CRFs to classify the abstract sentences
into four categories: objective, methods, results,
and conclusions. That classifier takes into account
the neighbouring features in sentence Sn such as
the n-grams of the previous sentence Sn−1 and the
next sentence Sn+1.

Agarwal et al. (2009) described a system that
automatically classifies sentences appear in full
biomedical articles into one of four rhetorical cat-
egories: introduction, methods, results and discus-
sions. The best system was achieved using Multi-
nominal Naive Bayes. They reported that their
system outperformed their baseline system which
was a rule-based.

Recently, Yepes et al. (2013) described a system
to index Gene Reference Into Function (GeneRIF)
sentences that show novel functionality of genes
mentioned in Medline. The goal of that work
was to choose the most likely sentences to be se-
lected for GeneRIF indexing. The best system was
achieved using Naive Bayes classifier and various
features including the discourse annotations (the
NLM category labels) for the abstracts sentences.

Our research is close to Hirohata et al. (2008)
system since we use the same algorithm, but use a
different set of features to build the model. More-
over, it similar to Yepes et al.(2013) system since
we use the value of the nlmCategory attribute
rather than the labels provided by the authors to
learn the role of sentences.

3 Method

3.1 Claim Zoning Component

This component is based on the hypothesis that the
contribution of a research paper tend to be found
within the result or conclusion sections of its ab-
stract (Lin et al., 2009). Identifying these sections
manually especially in unstructured abstracts is a
tedious task. Medical abstracts tend to have logi-
cal structure (Orasan, 2001) in which each section
represent a different role.

Unfortunately, about 70% of Medline abstracts
are unstructured (have no section labels). Struc-
tured abstracts use a variety of these labels. The

National Library of Medicine (NLM) have re-
ported that 2,779 headings have been used to label
abstracts sections in Medline (Ripple et al., 2012).

Relying on the labels provided by the abstracts
authors to identify the roles of the sentences could
be useful for research purpose; but in practice
this means all Medline abstracts need to be re-
annotated even the structured abstracts to guaran-
tee that they are labelled with the same set of an-
notations to understand their roles. This is not ef-
ficient especially when we consider the huge vol-
ume of the Medline repository.

To accommodate that problem, we use the NLM
category value assigned to each section in the
XML abstract (nlmCategory attribute). The NLM
assigns five possible values (categories): Objec-
tive, Background, Methods, Results and Conclu-
sions. This research uses these categories as an
alternative way to learn the roles of abstracts sen-
tences. This resolves two problems: first, the roles
of sentences in structured abstracts can be auto-
matically learned from the the value of the nlm-
Category attribute without any further processing,
consequently, the roles of sentences in 30% of
the Medline abstracts can be accurately identified;
second, those labels can be used to build a machine
learning classifier to predict the role sentences of
the unstructured abstracts in Medline.

The claim zoning component regards identify-
ing the roles of sentences as a sequence labelling
problem. This requires an algorithm that takes
into account the neighbouring observations rather
than only current observation as in other ordinary
classifiers e.g. SVM and Naive bayes. Condi-
tional Random Fields (CRF) algorithm have been
used successfully for such task (Hirohata et al.,
2008; Lin et al., 2009). Therefore, we use the
CRF algorithm along with lexical, structural and
sequential features to build a classifier model to
identify the claim zones in abstracts. The clas-
sifier is implemented using the CRFsuite library
(Okazaki, 2007) using L-BFGS method. Note that
we modify the NLM five categories to become
four where the Background and Objective cate-
gories are merged into a new category called Intro-
duction. That is because the background and ob-
jectives sections in Medline tend to overlap with
each other (Lin et al., 2009). Moreover, these
sections usually appear sequentially and merging
them together is sensible to avoid the overlapping
problem. Therefore, this component identifies the
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sentences roles in abstracts by labelling them with
one of the four possible categories: Introduction,
Methods, Results and Conclusions.

3.1.1 Data
The claim zoning component is built using a
dataset consisting of 10,000 structured abstracts
collected from Medline using the query “cardio-
vascular disease”.

3.1.2 Features
The claim zoning component employs various fea-
tures:

N-grams: N-grams are lexical features that
have been reported as useful to capture the gen-
eral context of text (Turney, 2002; Yu and Hatzi-
vassiloglou, 2003). For every sentence, uni-grams
and bi-grams are extracted from the abstract’s ti-
tle, the current sentence Sn, the previous sentence
Sn−1, and the next sentence Sn+1.

Sentence-Title similarity (st-sim): This feature
is the cosine similarity score sim(s, T ) between
each sentence in an abstract and its title. This fea-
ture has been previously found useful for summa-
rization tasks (Teufel and Moens, 2002). Achiev-
ing an accurate similarity score between the sen-
tences and the title in an abstract is not a straight-
forward task. Many abstracts in the medical do-
main use multiple forms (i.e abbreviation and its
expansions) to describe the same medical concept
e.g. ACE and angiotensin-converting enzyme.

Such variation may cause inaccurate scores par-
ticularly when computing the similarity between
an abbreviation and its expansion. Fortunately,
the pattern of using abbreviations and their expan-
sions in medical research can be predicted using
an algorithm developed by Schwartz and Hearst
(2003). We automatically replace all long-forms
concepts with their abbreviations to unified their
appearance within an abstract. Similarity scores
are binned into 11 values starting from 0 to 10.

Relative Sentence location: The relative loca-
tion of a sentence is important to identify its role
within the abstract. The introduction sentences for
instance tend to occur at the beginning of an ab-
stract and the conclusion sentences occur at the
end. Rather than using the original position of the
sentence, we adjusted the all sentences positions
to have the same scale from 1 to 10.

Tense feature: The tense of verbs used in sen-
tences often correlates with its rhetorical moves
(Teufel and Moens, 2002). For example, some

authors use the present perfect tense in the in-
troduction section and past simple in the conclu-
sion section. For each sentence in an abstract, the
main verb tense (ROOT-0, verb) is extracted using
the dependency tree generated from the Stanford
parser (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008).

3.2 Answers Detection Component
This component uses the sentences that belong
to the result or conclusion sections of abstracts
(claim zone) to identify the most informative sen-
tence(s) to a given query. It relies on three assump-
tions, two from the literature (Lin et al., 2008;
Ruch et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2009; Otani and
Tomiura, 2014) and the last one that is conven-
tional: the first assumption is that any sentence in
abstract that shares many words with the title tends
to express important information about the topic.
The second is that any sentence that applies the
first assumption within certain threshold and exist
in the result and conclusion sections is considered
as a key sentence concerning the research topic.
The third assumption is that any sentence that ap-
plies the previous two assumptions and has a high
lexical similarity score with the query is consid-
ered an informative sentence with respect to the
query.

The component classifier is built using a deci-
sion tree algorithm (Quinlan, 1993). The deci-
sion tree algorithm builds a tree-like model that
can be converted into rules which can be easily
interpreted and analysed by human. We use the
open source implementation of decision tree (J48)
in Weka (Hall et al., 2009) to build the model.

3.2.1 Data
This component uses two subsets (corpus-2 and
corpus-3) of a corpus that was originally devel-
oped to recognize contradictory claims in medical
abstracts. That corpus consists of abstracts that
were collected from the studies used in system-
atic reviews that discuss various problems about
cardiovascular diseases. Note that each system-
atic review attempts to answer one question. Two
independent annotators were asked to identify the
best claim sentence from each abstract that an-
swers the review question e.g. (1). In this research
the most informative information with respect to
the research question is considered to be the claim.

1. In patients with dilated cardiomyopathy, are
HLA genes associated with development of
Dilated Cardiomyopathy? [Question]
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2. In the IDC group, the frequency of hu-
man leukocyte antigen DR4 was similar
to that reported in the normal population.
[PMID#9220309][ANSWER]

The classifier of answer detection is trained and
evaluated using corpus-2 (structured abstracts).
That corpus consists of 183 sentences annotated
as answers and 987 sentences annotated as non-
answers to 24 review questions. Note that it is
possible for more than one sentence to answer a
review question, however, only the most informa-
tive sentence was annotated as answer.

Corpus-3 (unstructured abstracts) consists of
69 abstracts (69 answer sentences and 357 non-
answer sentences) which answer 15 review ques-
tions. It is used to evaluate the system resulted
from the integration of the claim zoning compo-
nent and the answer detection component.

3.2.2 Features
This component uses four features which are ex-
tracted from the result and conclusions sentences:

Sentence Structure Role (role-label): This
feature comes from annotating the abstract sen-
tences using the claim zoning component if the ab-
stract is unstructured, otherwise the value of nlm-
Category is extracted and used as a feature.

Sentence-Title Similarity (st-sim): This fea-
ture is similar to st-sim feature used in the claim
zoning component. The scores are normalized to
a scale of 0 to 50 since this was shown to improve
performance.

Sentence-Query Similarity (sq-sim): This fea-
ture captures the relationship between the research
question and sentences in the abstract. Those with
a high lexical similarity to the question are more
likely to be answers to it than others. Similar to
st-sim feature, the cosine similarity score between
sentences and their related questions are computed
and the scores are normalized to a scale of 0 to 50.

Z-score Value: This feature is used to exploit
assumption (2) described in section 3.2. This fea-
ture identifies the position of the similarity score
of a sentence with respect the distribution of the
similarity scores of the other sentences within an
abstract. It assumes that the similarities of the sen-
tences in the result and conclusion sections are
normally distributed. The goal of using this fea-
ture is to enable the classifier to learn a similarity
threshold score that can be used to identify the po-
tential answer sentences.

The Z-score value is a standard score that shows
the number of standard deviations (σ) above the
mean (µ) (Wonnacott and Wonnacott, 1990). This
value is identified for each sentence by exploring
all possibleZ values using equation (1) that makes
the similarity st-sim of that sentence is just equal
or above the score X .

X = µ+ Zσ (1)

4 Result and Discussion

Table (1) describes the performance of the claim
zoning component using corpus-1. Table (2) de-
scribes the performance of Hirohata et al. (2008)
system using the same corpus. Although, the dif-
ference was not significant, our system showed an
alternative set of features that can achieve at least
similar performance to the state of the art systems.

Precision Recall F1-score
Introduction 0.96 0.95 0.96
Method 0.83 0.82 0.83
Results 0.87 0.89 0.88
Conclusions 0.93 0.92 0.92
Overall 0.89 0.89 0.89

Table 1: Claim zoning performance

Precision Recall F1-score
Introduction 0.96 0.94 0.95
Method 0.81 0.84 0.83
Results 0.88 0.86 0.87
Conclusions 0.91 0.91 0.91
Overall 0.88 0.88 0.88

Table 2: Hirohata et al. (2008) system perfor-
mance.

The output of the first component, particularly
the sentences in the results and conclusions sec-
tions were then used as input in the answer detec-
tion component. That component was trained and
evaluated on corpus-2 using 10-folds cross vali-
dation. Table (3) shows the component’s perfor-
mance using five different combinations of fea-
tures as follows:

• feature-set 1: st-sim, sq-sim

• feature-set 2: Z-score, sq-sim

• feature-set 3: st-sim, role-label
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• feature-set 4: Z-score, role-label

• feature-set 5: st-sim, sq-sim, role-label

• feature-set 6: Z-score, sq-sim, role-label

The goal of trying different features combinations
was to measure the effect of the Z-score feature on
enhancing the overall performance of the compo-
nent. The component achieved F1-score of 45%
using set 1 compared to 56% using set 2. At this
stage it was clear that the Z-score feature outper-
formed the st-sim feature.

Next, the sq-sim feature was replaced with the
role-label as in set 3 and 4; however the results
showed that using set 3 enhanced the F1-score by
22% compared to using set 1; and 19% using set
4 compared to set 2. This suggested that combin-
ing the st-sim feature with sq-sim was better than
combining the Z-score and sq-sim.

The experiment was repeated using set 5 and set
6 which included the sq-sim feature in set 3 and
4; and the results were consistent with the results
of using set 3 and 4. The component using set 5
outperformed set 6 due to the recall score (85%) in
set 5. However, the precision score using set 6 was
higher than using set 5 (73% vs 70%). This result
was consistent with the component performance
using set 3 and 4.

The above experiments showed a comparison
between the st-sim and the Z-score features. The
results suggest that using the Z-score feature con-
tributes more than the st-sim feature with respect
to the precision score, but less with respect to the
recall score.

Precision Recall F1-score
features-set(1) 0.68 0.34 0.45
features-set(2) 0.67 0.48 0.56
features-set(3) 0.70 0.85 0.77
features-set(4) 0.73 0.78 0.75
features-set(5) 0.70 0.83 0.76
features-set(6) 0.73 0.75 0.74

Table 3: The performance of the answer detection
component using different combinations of fea-
tures

Table (4) shows the performance of integrating
the two components (the claim zoning and answer
detection) using corpus-3. Note that the corpus
only consists of unstructured abstracts (see sec-
tion (3.2.1). The integrated system was able to

achieve precision of 56%, recall of 57% and F1-
score of 56%. The main reason for the reduction
in the performance score was due to the number
of the answers examples used in the corpus being
relatively small (69 answers). Another reason was
the errors generated from the claim zoning com-
ponent, which may have influenced the decisions
made by the answer detection component.

Precision Recall F1-score
Answer 0.56 0.57 0.56
Non-answer 0.92 0.92 0.92
Overall 0.86 0.86 0.86

Table 4: Answer detection performance using both
components

5 Conclusion

This paper explored the problem of identifying the
sentence(s) in an abstract that are the most infor-
mative information for a given query. It described
a system for automatically identifying these sen-
tences that consisted of two components: claim
zone detection and answers detection. The sys-
tem used the attribute value of nlmCategory to
learn the sentences roles, which was found use-
ful. Moreover, the component used different set of
features that achieved at least similar performance
to other systems for similar task. Finally, the re-
search examined a new feature (Z-score) that was
extracted from the same information used in (st-
sim) feature. The Z-score feature was found more
useful to enhance the precision score of the system
compared with the st-sim.
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